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LESSON 1 Origin

WARM-UPWARM-UP
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<)1234 CD TRACKS 1-2CD TRACKS 1-2

!A Where did the Japanese originally come from? Although a lot of archaeologi-

cal and anthropological research has been done on the origin of the Japanese! no

definite conclusions have been reached yet.

Since most Japanese babies are born with a blue mark known as the Mongo-

lian spot at the base of the spine! most researchers and scholars agree that the

Japanese are an Asian mongoloid race.

From stone implements and human bones which have been discovered so

far! it is certain that people lived on the Japanese Archipelago more than 10,000

years ago. When Japan was still attached to the Asian continent! many people

apparently moved to live in Japan from the mainland.

Many experts agree that the people who developed the Jomon pottery were

the first Japanese. This kind of pottery was made in Japan between about 10,000

and 300 B.C. Later! a large number of people came to Japan from China! Korea

and Southeast Asia. Therefore! it is generally believed that the modern Japanese

are a mixture of these different peoples and the Ainu! the aboriginal people of

Japan.

Notes
archaeological "#$%&' anthropological "()%&' Mongolian spot "*$+' spine ",
-! ./' Asian mongoloid race "010*$(2' stone implement "34' Japanese Ar-

chipelago "5678' be attached to9 "9:!;<=>?' pottery "@4' B.C.Abefore

Christ "BCD' mixture "EF' aboriginal people "GHI'

!B The origin of the Japanese remains an ( )1 question. Some theories

assert that the first ( )2 of Japan were ( )3 ! who later were

driven out by people who ( )4 from the continent. Other views hold that

several different ( )5 ( )6 to ( )7 the Japanese people.

The only definite fact is that ( )8 has lived on the Japanese Archi-

pelago for more than 10,000 years. This is ( )9 by the discoveries of

stone implements and ( )10 bones dating back to ( )11 times.
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! "#"$% the Asian Continent

! &'() the Japanese Archipelago

! *+, archaeology

! *+,- archaeologist

! ./, anthropology

! ./,- anthropologist

! 01, ethnology

! 01,- ethnologist

! 23,4 56, philology

! 789:56,- philologist

! ;< ancestor

! <=0 aboriginal people

! >? mixture of peoples

! @A hunting

! BA fishing

! CD gathering

! .E human bone

CD TRACK 3CD TRACK 3

! FG stone implement

! <9 7HI: J prehistoric

! 2K culture

! FGHI Stone Age

! LFGHIJ paleolithic

! MFGHIJ neolithic

! NO remains

! NP relics

! QRP excavated article

! RG pottery

! 2S pattern

! T2HI Jomon period

! UVW B.C.

! XY mythology

! 23 document; record

! 89Z history book
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USEFUL EXPRESSIONSUSEFUL EXPRESSIONS
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1. !"#$%&'()*!"#+,-./$01$234567859:;<,=>
The ( ) ( ) of the Japanese show that they are a mixture

of several ethnic groups.

2. !"#*?@?AB#0CDE=56FG<,=>
It is said that the Japanese ( ) ( ) the Asian mongoloid

race.

3. !"*,.?@?HI/JKL;M$NE/>
When did Japan ( ) ( ) ( ) the Asian conti-

nent?

4. OPQ 1RS/J 300S*TUVW5XYGZE>
The period from 10,000 to 300 B.C. ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) the Jomon Period.

5. !"#$[\*TUVWC!]ZE>
The origin of the Japanese ( ) ( ) ( ) the Jomon

period.

6. ^$_B`a*!"#$[\$bcCde;<,ZE>
The archaeologist ( ) ( ) ( ) research on the

origin of the Japanese.

7. !"#$[\9fgE=MhC,i,ijbc+kFG<,ZE>
Various kinds of research ( ) ( ) ( ) to deter-

mine the origin of the Japanese.

8. !"#$[\ClE=m$n*op$#q$rsCtu,<,ZE>
His theory on the origin of the Japanese ( ) ( )

( ) the recent discoveries of human bones.

9. rvwGMxy/J!"oz${|*HI/J}~<�M����|N^=5$
��9���;Z;M>
From the excavated articles they have ( ) ( ) ( )

that the first inhabitants of Japan were hunter-gathers from the continent.

10. �V?��*��������j�N��9;<,Z;M>
In those days the Ainu ( ) ( ) ( ) by hunting�
fishing and gathering.
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1. Q: Where did the Japanese come from?

A:

!"#$%&'()*+,*-*-./0123456

2. Q: How long have people lived in Japan?

A:

!1789:;56

3. Q: Who were the first Japanese< according to many experts?

A:

!=>?@ABCDE$;56

4. Q: What kind of people are the modern Japanese?

A:

!*F)G%HIJKLM$H%NOPJQRST+*456

5. Q: Who are the Ainu?

A:

!"#%UVW;56

TRANSLATION 2TRANSLATION 2
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1. "#$1XYGSZEG([D+,\P]^E_`a,b+*4cde

2. YT4;(CfgTEh@i$jGS< "#kl(, 1789:mnGS$o1V
d;*Epq;5e

3. rs< "#kl,< tu(pv+wx,y*451< KzKr{J!1v+*4D
Ee

4. KzKr{GS"#|}VD+~E$�,��E�J��(��%>�A�v+~
4DEe

5. ��%"#$,��i��i��KzKGS"#|�v+~E$�JKLM$HJ
1��(NODE`��4TEm%J��gT45e
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